Introduction
The growing size of datasets raises great challenge for both supervised and unsupervised learning. As can be observed, Datasets are continuously growing over time both in samples size and features number. There might be also problems with redundant and irrelevant features. High dimensionality implies massive memory requirements, therefore a high computational cost for learning process.
Accordingly, the need for dimensionality reduction technique has increased dramatically in recent years in order to have a small number of samples and/or a small number of features. One of these kinds of techniques is feature selection. Indeed, feature selection is acknowledged to address the problem of reducing the dimensionality by finding the most compact and informative set of features. In other words, Feature selection is defined as the process of identifying and removing irrelevant and redundant features with the goal of finding the best collection of feature subsets without significant loss of useful information or degradation of performance.
In the last few years, feature selection has been successfully applied in different domains and with different strategies (Fig. 1 ) to improve data storage and classification accuracy. Traditionally, feature selection methods have been designed to run in a centralized computing environment. However, it is not economic to process the whole data at once. On the other hand, most existing feature selection algorithms are not suitable for large amounts of data. In other words, their efficiency may significantly be deteriorated when dealing with a huge quantity of data to the point of becoming inapplicable. Therefore, over the last few years two major categories of distributed methods have been developed instead of the centralized approaches: horizontal and vertical approach. Data can be distributed either horizontally (by sample) [1] [2] [3] [4] or vertically (by feature) [5] [6] [7] . Thereby, the problem of big dimensionality may be solved, as much as possible. In this work, we will propose a parallel framework for FS by distributing the data vertically and horizontally, aimed at achieving a good classification performance while reducing the input dimensionality. The idea is to split the data by both instances and features together. After having the data distributed in small subsets a filter is applied over different partitions of the data, these two first steps are repeated several rounds to obtain a stable set of features. Then, a merging procedure is performed which combine the partial results into a single subset of relevant features according to calculated threshold. Later, the two sets of features selected by the horizontal and vertical algorithm are combined to obtain the final set of features.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. Section 2 depicts a background of different techniques and methods used in this paper. Section 3 reviews related work. Section 4 explains the proposed methods Section 5 describes the conducted experiments Section 6 presents analysis and discussion results. Section 7 concludes the paper and gives proposals for further research.
Background

Feature selection algorithms
Feature selection technique has been a very active research topic since about ten years in the fields of artificial learning, data mining, image processing, and data analysis in bioinformatics [8] [9] [10] . It consists on choosing from a large set of features, a subset of relevant ones for the problem studied, which gives better model readability and interpretability in order to obtain a subset of features that accurately describes a given problem with a minimum degradation of performance.
The purpose of the selection is to find an optimal subset of features that has the following properties, while maintaining the physical meanings of the original feature sets: it must be composed of relevant features and must avoid redundant attributes. Moreover, this set must make it possible to best satisfy the objective set, namely the precision and speed of learning. There are several feature selection algorithms, the most well known in academic work are Chi-squared, InfoGain, Gain Ratio, ReliefF, Cfs, INTERACT, MRMR and Consistency-based Filter.
 Chi-squared [11] : This method computes the value of chi-squared for an attribute with respect to the class in order to evaluate the worth of this attribute. Otherwise, it is applied for determining the correlation between the decision classes and the attribute.
 InfoGain [12] : This method measures the information gain for an attribute with respect to the class in order to evaluate the worth of this attribute. The information gains are used to select the most influential attributes.
 Gain Ratio [13] : This method measures the gain ratio of an attribute with respect to the class in order to evaluate the worth of this attribute. The disadvantage of the Gain Ratio is that it computes a weight for an attribute without examining other available attributes. This can be a big problem especially if features are dependent.
 ReliefF [14] : This method choses randomly an instance and considers the value of the given attribute for the nearest instance of the same and different class, in order to evaluate the worth of this attribute. It is one of the most successful and most widely used feature selection algorithms.
 Cfs (Correlation-based feature selection) [15] : The attributes' subsets highly correlated with class are evaluated by this method while choosing the lower intercorrelated ones. CFS is a fully automatic algorithm, in other words it does not require the user to specify any thresholds or the number of features to be selected.
 Consistency-based Filter [16] : This method measures the level of consistency in the class values when the instances are projected into the subset of attributes, in order to evaluate the worth of a subset of features.
 MRMR (Minimum Redundancy Maximum Relevance) [17] : This algorithm tends to selects features that should be both minimally redundant among themselves and maximally relevant to the target classes. The features are ranked according to the minimal-redundancy-maximal-relevance criteria based on mutual information.
 INTERACT [18] : This algorithm is based on Symmetrical Uncertainty (SU); it combines an information measure and a consistency measure. The first part of the algorithm requires a threshold, in the second part searches, features are evaluated according to their C-contribution which relies on the calculation of inconsistency rate. INTERACT can handle feature interaction efficiently.
Feature selection, as a type of dimension reduction technique, has been proven to be effective and efficient in handling high dimensional data. Indeed, the removal of irrelevant and redundant features reduces the computational and storage costs without significant loss of information or negative degradation of the learning performance.
The growing of dataset sizes in last years presents some challenges to the traditional feature selection task. Currently, there are some attempts to replace centralized data mining by distributed techniques to perform parallel feature selection, as ways to reduce costs.
Centralized vs distributed approach
The standard approach to data mining is centralized. Even though, this process is easy to understand, and the data-mining software design is straightforward, there are a number of drawbacks to the centralized approach: Centralizing the entire dataset would be very costly and impractical because of the large number of data sources. On the other hand the performance of most systems today is limited by the memory capacity, so the need to distribute the storage is important and necessary [3] .
Partitioning means dividing the original training set into smaller training sets to make parallel process. A different algorithm is trained on each subset. After that, the different outputs are combined in some fashion [2] . There are two main ways to partition the dataset: Horizontal Partitioning and Vertical Partitioning.
In horizontal partitioning the train dataset is partitioned by samples into several subsets (Fig. 2) . Each one contains a subset of the instances and the same features as the original. This parallel processing will not only overcome the issue of exceeding memory size, but will also lead to creating an ensemble of diverse and accurate classifiers, each built from a disjoint partition but with the aggregate processing all of the data [1] .
Fig. 2. Horizontal technique to partition data
In vertical partitioning the original dataset is partitioned by features into several datasets (Fig. 3) . Each one has the same number of instances and contain a subset of features in the original dataset, each containing a subset of the original set of features. The idea is to simply give each classifier a different projection of the training set. There are three popular strategies for creating feature subset-based ensembles: Random-based, reduct-based and collective performance based strategy [6] . In this paper we opted for the first option. In the following subsection, the classifiers whereby we evaluated our proposal are briefly discussed. Four well-known classifiers are used each one of it is belonging to a different family, two linear (NB and SVM using a linear kernel) and two non-linear (C4.5 and KNN).
 C4.5 [19] : The C4.5 is decision tree algorithm, decision trees are among most popular classification techniques. They owe popularity to their straightforward process. C4.5 is based on the ID3 algorithm to which it brings several improvements. This algorithm can deal with both numerical and symbolic data.
 Naïve Bayes [20] : The naive Bayesian classifier is one of the simplest methods of supervised learning based on the Bayes theorem. The simplicity of programming, the ease of parameter estimation and the speed are the advantages of this probabilistic classifier.
 SVM [21] : The SVM is a supervised learning tool. This is one of the most successful learning algorithms, with the ability to compute complex models for the computational cost. This discriminative classifier aims to find the separation between two classes of objects with the idea that the larger separation, the more robust classification. In its simplest form, that of a linear separation and separable classes, the algorithm selects the hyperplane that separates the set of observations into two distinct classes in order to maximize the distance between the hyperplane and the most closer observations to the learning sample.
 KNN [22] : The KNN algorithm is one of the simplest artificial learning algorithms. In a classification context of a new observation, the simple founding idea is that the nearest neighbors vote on this observation. It predicts the class of a testing observation that is dominant among the K most similar observations. The KNN method is therefore a non-parametric neighbourhood method.
Related works
With the growing of data size, Feature selection algorithms face a major challenge since it is difficult to deal with a high number of input features and instances. The distributed approach has been receiving a growing amount of attention in last years. Recently several authors have investigated the distributed method to solve this problem.
There are two main ways to partition the dataset: Horizontal and Vertical Partitioning. In [23] , for instance, an approach which splits the data horizontally was proposed. A filter is applied at each partition. Later, a merging procedure is performed in order to combine the results into a single subset of relevant features. The drawback of this approach is that, by involving a classifier in the process of selecting the optimal threshold, in some cases the time necessary for this task was higher than the time required by the feature selection process. Later, the same authors in [24] , propose a new methodology for merging procedure using the theoretical complexity measures, applied to horizontal distributed feature selection process. Another work [25] , addresses the problem of feature selection in a large P2P environment. The authors have developed a local distributed privacy preserving algorithm when the data are dispatched across a large number of machines. A new classifier combination strategy was presented in [26] . As result a fast and effective distributed datamining of large classifier ensembles is achieved. Evolutionary Feature Selection for Big Data Classification was proposed [27] , using the MapReduce paradigm to obtain subsets of features from big datasets. Researcher in [28] examines a decision tree framework for space decomposition with grouped gainratio. Indeed, the original instance-space is hierarchically partitioned into multiple subspaces. After that, a distinct classifier is assigned to each subspace.
While not common, there are some other developments that distribute the data by features. In [29] , for instance, a new approach was designed to predict from vertically partitioned data. Such data is collected via multiple channels; each local site builds a predictor based on the corresponding features using any base prediction algorithm. Approaches that partition data by attributes were introduced [30] ; result shows that this method is simple and can even increase classification accuracy compared to a centralized approach. In their work [31] , authors present parallel filter approach for vertically distributing the data. Although the experiments showed that execution time was considerably shortened compared to centralized technique. The drawback of this methodology was its dependence on the classifier used. More recently, the same authors propose a distributed approach based on data complexity measures [32] , this method was carried out for both the horizontal and the vertical technique. To combine the partial outputs obtained from feature selection algorithm applied to each subset, a merging process using the theoretical complexity is applied to these feature subsets. In [33] a distributed privacy preserving protocol was proposed to perform feature selection for vertical and horizontal distributions using virtual dimension. In all of the aforementioned works, each approach has some vulnerability, either in terms of classification accuracy, execution runtime and/or storage requirements.
Following the recommendations in [32] , the use of the distributed approaches is recommended instead of the traditional centralized methods when dealing with large datasets. On the other hand, the vertical distribution is recommended in case that better classification performance is more important than a smaller storage requirement. Nevertheless, the big drawback for the vertical distribution in which the features are distributed across the packets is that: it will be difficult to detect redundancy between these different packets. Whereas, the horizontal distribution is preferable in case of reducing the storage requirements and runtime is more important than classification accuracy.
In the next sections we will confirm the recommendations presented above, in addition we will show the advantage of our approach compared to other approaches in the literature.
Our approach: Horizo-vertical distributed feature selection method
We propose a new framework which combines the horizontal and vertical distributed feature selection scheme (Fig. 4) , called Horizo-Vertical Distributed Feature Selection approach (HVDFS). We will show later that the proposed framework is able to overcome a common drawback of the existing approaches previously mentioned. We can summarize the proposed procedure in the following five stages:
 Partition of the training datasets in several packets (by samples and features).  Application of the feature selection methods to the subsets in several rounds to select relevant attributes.
 Combination of different outputs into a single feature subset for each distribution technique.
 Combination of the result of the horizontal and vertical distribution.  Build classifiers to evaluate the selection features. We partition dataset horizontally in disjoints partitions of the same size. After that, we apply a powerful feature selection algorithm on detecting irrelevant features to each of these partitions. Then, we combine the partial outputs into single features subsets. This procedure will be repeated on several rounds in order to capture enough information. On the other side we partition dataset vertically, this time we apply a feature selection algorithm that is more efficient in detecting redundant features such as the MRMR and Relief. Then the features selected are removed according to predefined threshold. Next, we combine the partial output from different partition. Finally, the results of the two algorithms are combined to obtain a final selection of features.
In order to evaluate the performance of our framework classification algorithms belonging to a different family (linear and non-linear) is used.
Experimental results
Data and tools
In order to evaluate the performance and effectiveness of the proposed distributed framework we use three datasets (Isolet, 11-Tumors and Modelon dataset) presented in Table 1 in terms of the number of features, training and test samples, classes and packets. The training datasets were divided maintaining the class distribution as following: 2/3 for training and 1/3 for testing.
We first present briefly the three datasets, the first and the second one can be free downloaded from the UCI Machine Learning Repository [34] , the third one from Gene Expression Model Selector (GEMS) [35] .  Isolet: The Isolet dataset is composed of 150 speakers uttering 26 letters of the alphabet twice, which mean each speaker, contributed 52 training examples; thereby we have in total 7797 examples. The task is to classify a letter which has been uttered based on 617 features such as spectral coefficients, contour and sonorant features.
 11-Tumor: This dataset contains 172 samples with 12,534 characteristics from 11 various human tumor types, a total of 12 classes.
 Madelon: The Madelon is a two-class classification problem, with 2400 samples points situated on the vertices of a five dimensional hypercubes and 500 continuous input variables assigned to each vertices. It was part of the NIPS 2003 feature selection challenge.
The distributed approach proposed herein can be used with any feature selection method; in our experiments we choose the CFS algorithm for detecting irrelevant features and MRMR for detecting the redundant ones, according to the recommendation in [36] .
For testing the adequacy of our proposal, we select four widely used classifiers: C4.5, naïve Bayes, k-Nearest Neighbor and Support Vector Machine, more details are described in the previous section. We also compare our proposal with the horizontal and the vertical strategies proposed in [32] , as well as the centralized approach in terms of number of selected features and classification accuracy. Furthermore, for the distributed approaches, it is mandatory to choose the adequate threshold to combine the partial outputs. For this reason we performed our proposed approach with different threshold to find the value that gives the best classification accuracy.
The experiments described here were conducted on a Windows 8 PC with 1.8 GHz Intel Core i5. All algorithms were implemented using Matlab 7.0 environment and the WEKA [37] Version 3.6 data mining toolkits with its default values.
Horizontal vs vertical vs horizo-vertical distribution
In this section we present and discuss experimental results in terms of classification accuracy and number of selected features. Four different approaches have been compared: centralized approach, horizontal distribution, vertical distribution and horizo-vertical distribution. For each of these strategies, we evaluate the classification accuracy using four classifiers C4.5, SVM, NB and kNN. In order to find the adequate threshold with the proposed distributed method we use different values of the threshold of votes (consensus, majority, complexity measure and logarithmic value suggested by Yu and Liu).
Accuracy evaluation
Keeping these in mind, we develop a novel approach which can efficiently deal with both irrelevant and redundant features, and obtain a good feature subset. Hence, good classification accuracy is achieved. Table 2 shows the results obtained by the algorithms in terms of classification accuracy using C4.5, NB, kNN and SVM. For the centralized as well as horizontal, vertical and horizo-vertical distributed approaches. Modelen  H  V  HV  C  H  V  HV  C  H  V  HV  C  C4.5  85  86  97  82  88  89  99  88  89  89  89  88  NB  80  85  98  81  86  87  94  86  86  85  87  86  SVM  82  86  98  82  88  88  99  87  87  89  90  86  KNN  83  86  98  82  88  89  99  87  88  90  91  87 Table 2 shows the classification accuracy achieved by each filter over the three datasets with the majority voting. As we can see, the best classification performances were obtained with our proposed approach for all classifiers measure.
Threshold impact
We compared different strategies of combination of results using our approach: threshold based on complexity measures, majority voting, consensus voting, and logarithmic measure.
 Complexity measures: These measures aim to identify data particularities which imply some difficulty for the classification task beyond estimates of error rates. They are a relatively recent proposal by Ho and Basu.
 Majority voting: Take the majority vote of the features selection algorithms [39] .
 Consensus voting: All features selection algorithms must agree on the same vote.
 Logarithmic measure: This measure is calculated as value of the m/logm where m is the number of features in a given data set as suggested in [38] As expected (Table 3) , the best classification accuracy for our algorithm was achieved by the logarithmic measure, compared to others strategies.
High runtimes are required to find the threshold of vote complexity measures. So, it is preferred to establish a fixed threshold and not performing a specific calculation. Table 4 show the number of features selected by the centralized approach and the horizontal, vertical and our horizo-vertical distributed approach. As can be seen, the number of features selected by the vertical approaches was larger than those selected by our distributed methods as well as all others approaches. The reason behind is that, with the vertical partition the features were distributed across the packets, so detecting redundancy between features will be more difficult if they were in different partitions [32] . Whereas, there is no significant differences between the number of features selected by vertical and the centralized approach. On the other hand, a set of features selected by our distributed approach was smaller than in the case of the others approaches. Researchers notice that a large number of features are not necessarily more informative because there is a risk that they are either irrelevant or redundant [40] . Therefore, selecting a small number of relevant features from large number of features in fair and reasonable way is essential for efficient classification. We can conclude that the proposed algorithm not only reduces the number of features, but also improves the performances of the four well-known different types of classifiers.
Number of feature selection
Analysis and discussion
The experiments on three datasets with number of features variate between 500 and 12,534 and instances between 172 and 7779, showed that our proposal was able to achieve good classification accuracy as well as, to reduce the number of features selected.
Most existing feature selection algorithms do not scale well using standard filtering approach, and their efficiency deteriorated in a noteworthy way when it comes to large-scale data [24] . This can be very costly and impractical. That is the reason why it is highly advisable to divide datasets by one of the distributed approaches, depending on which factor determines the complexity of the problem (features, instances or both of them).
Following the recommendations in [32] , the vertical approach has the drawback to not handle redundant features. Indeed, with the vertical partition, the features were distributed across the packets thereby; it will be more difficult to detect redundancy between them. Whereas, the horizontal partition is not recommended if better classification performance is more important than smaller storage requirement. When proposing the Horizo-vertical distributed approach, the goal is to enhance the classification performance whilst reducing the dimensionality by selecting small features set. Our proposal is straightforward process; it can be used with any feature selection algorithm. To summarize briefly our recommendation we can say is that it is preferrable to use the horizontal approach when we have a large number of instances, while it is recommended to use the vertical approach when we have a large number of features. Whereas our approach is more beneficial in the case of a large number of both instances and features.
A data set with n features and m instances is classified as small or large depending on the nature of the data and the domain in which it belongs. In [36] , algorithms for dataset characteristics discretization are proposed.
Conclusion
A large number of features and instances can cause overfitting data [38] . In this new proposal, we are choosing to tackle the distributed feature selection approach because it is an important issue which directly impact the quality of the model classification. With our proposal, a process of distributed feature selection becomes able to overcome the drawbacks of the existing approaches previously mentioned.
In this work, we have proposed a new distributed feature selection process. The proposed approach has been able to successfully distribute the data using both features and instances, reducing the set of features selected and achieving good classification performance.
As future work, we plan to use the proposed approach with larger datasets of both samples and features and to try other combination strategies.
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